
RED BIRCH

Red Birch
Aacer’s Red Birch creates an unique floor.   
Each board has an intriguing combination 
of reddish outer edges and warm amber 
portions. Grain patterns range from 
subtle swirls to highly figured flames.  
Red Birch typically contains more 
dramatic pink / red heartwood because it 
is sawn from fully mature trees and 
sustainably grown.
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• More durable than Southern Maple.
• Beautiful amber, red and pink tones create an elegant look.
• Ideal for residential and commercial use.

AacerFlooring.com    (877) 582-1181 It is the policy of Aacer Flooring to continuously improve its line of products. Therefore, Aacer 
Flooring reserves the right to change, modify or discontinue systems, specifications and accessories of 

all products at any time without notice or obligation to purchaser.

Widths

• 2 1/4”

• 3 1/4”

* Unfinished Square Edge * Prefinished Micro-Bevel

- Weight 2.77 lbs per sq. ft.

RED BIRCH

JANKA Hardness Scale

MATERIAL WARRANTY 
Aacer Flooring warrants that the products have been manufactured in compliance with the grading rules of Aacer Flooring, and will be free 
from manufacturing defects, which are limited to improper milling or improper drying only. Manufacturing defects do not include natural 
wood characteristics such as mineral streaks, knots, grain variations, and normal minor differences between color samples and the color of 
installed floors. These are normal characteristics and are not defects.

SELECT GRADE
This floor is more than 75% red 
with some mineral stains. This is 
our cleanest grade allowing only 
minor pin knots and mineral stains. 
Average board length 39”.

3RD GRADE (COMMON)
This floor is more than 50% red with 
many variations. Open knots, mineral 
stains, machine burns and worm holes 
are allowed. Average board length 23”.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

* 2% softer than Northern Red Oak (Source:  NWFA)
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